
orientation. In wide troughs, spread-
ing is symmetrical, except for a bias
at the edges, and the trough is demar-
cated by the selective accumulation of
groups of cells.

In the case of substrata composed
of stearic acid-barium stearate, the
interaction between serum components,
especiaHy albumin fractions, skeleton-
izes the multilayers by the selective
solubilization of stearic acid molecules
residing in the upper five to ten lay-
ers. This "ripping off" reaction has been
described by Sher and Sobotka (6).
No such reaction occurs when behenic
acid-barium behenate is used as the
substratum. Consistent with the ab-
sence of this reaction for behenic
acid is the observation that the mini-
mum trough depth for alignment was
60 A in behenic acid multilayers and
200 A in stearic acid multilayers.
The experiments point to the change

in physical thickness of the multimolec-
ular films and concomitant alterations
in the adhesivity and spreading rates
as the principal factor underlying this
phenomenon. Similar phenomena
should be observed when cells contact
any surface whose molecular compo-
sition in either a spatial or temporal
sense provides regions of variegated
cell adhesivity. Thus cells are trapped
within troughs even on chrome-plated
glass if the floor of the trough reaches
down to the glass, to which cells ad-
here more readily.

Tlhe great sensitivity of retinal gan-
glion cells to movement of a pattern of
light over the retina has been recog-
nized since Hartline's work on the
frog (1). Hubel and Wiesel presented
evidence that certain cells in the cat's
cortex respond, not to any movement,
but only to movement in a particular
direction (2). Reports of similar direc-
tional selectivity have been made on
the retina and optic tectum of frog (3),
on the cortex of cat (4), on the lateral
geniculate of rabbit (5), and most re-
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The mechanism whereby cells sense
alterations in their substrata as small
as 60 A remains obscure. Though the
diameter of the cells studied was
roughly 200,000 A, many cell types
are known to possess surface projec-
tions or "microfibrils" roughly 1000 A
in diameter (7). These or similar
microprotrusions may serve as sensing
elements capable of responding to small
changes in the physical structure of
molecular carpets in contact with cells.
Additional experiments are necessary
to determine their function. However,
regardless of the mechanism under-
lying this highly sensitive interaction
between cell and substratum, it has
been demonstrated that the molecular
composition of surfaces can play a
salient role in directed cell contact, ag-
gregation, and movement (8).
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cently on the retina of pigeon (6) and
the tectum of rabbit (7). The extrac-
tion of information as to direction of
motion is a surprisingly complex task
for a few synaptic layers to perform,
and some doubt remained in our minds
as to whether a simpler explanation of
apparent directional selectivity had been
adequately excluded.

Hartline showed that "off" units in
the frog responded to any diminution
in the total contribution from all parts
of the receptive field to the ganglion

cell (1). As well as responding to
dimming of a uniform light, they also
responded to movement of a spot of
light away from the most sensitive cen-
tral zone of the receptive field. In
such a unit, if a stimulating spot is
moved to and fro over the edge of the
receptive field one may easily obtain
records showing a discharge to move-
ment in one direction, and not in the
opposite direction. It would be mis-
leading, however, to call this directional
selectivity, for if other regions of the
receptive field are explored the direc-
tion of movement giving the maximum
discharge will not be constant; it will
always tend to lie on a line away from
the center of the receptive field. On
the other hand, a unit showing true
selectivity for direction should show the
same direction of preference in all parts
of its receptive field. A similar argu-
ment applies to contrast; a unit which
is genuinely selecting out direction of
motion should show the same prefer-
ence regardless of contrast, whereas
Hartline showed that the frog's "off"
units discharged when a shadow moved
towards the center of the receptive
field, not away from it as with bright
stimulus spots.
The receptive fields of most of the

cells for which directional sensitivity
has been reported are more complex
than those of -the "off" units investi-
gated by Hartline, and we originally
felt that an explanation in terms of a
change in the pooled excitatory and in-
hibitory contributions from all parts of
the receptive field had not been ex-
cluded except for certain cortical neu-
rones (2). However, we have found
that about one-third of the units iso-
lated in the rabbit's retina show a move-
ment sensitivity in which the direction
of preferential response is invariant in
different parts of the receptive field, and
is invariant for changes in contrast.
We think this excludes simple explana-
tions of the type outlined above, and
shows that retinal units can be genu-
inely directionally selective.

Single retinal units were isolated by
a technique similar to that of Kuffler
(8). The rabbits were lightly anesthe-
tized with urethane, or in some cases
decerebrated under ether. Figure 1
shows the response of a unit to move-
ment of a spot of light all the way
across its receptive field. It is clear that
movement in a posterior-anterior direc-
tion evokes a vigorous discharge,
whereas movement from anterior to
posterior evokes none. We were sure
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Selective Sensitivity to Direction of Movement in Ganglion
Cells of the Rabbit Retina

Abstract. Among the ganglion cells in the rabbit's retina there is a class that
responds to movement of a stimulus in one direction, and does not respond to
movement in the opposite direction. The same directional selectivity holds over
the whole receptive field of one such cell, but the selected direction differs in dif-
ferent cells. The discharge is almost uninfluenced by the intensity of the stimulus
spot, and the response occurs for the same direction of movement when a black
spot is substituted for a light spot.
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Fig. 1. A spot of light is moved right across the receptive field of an "on-off" unit. It
responds to movement from posterior to anterior, but not to movement from anterior
to posterior. Thus it shows directional selectivity. A second unit is visible which re-

sponds to antero-posterior movement.

Fig. 2. Effect of intensity and reversal of contrast on response to movement. The spot
is moved through the field of an "on-off" unit first from posterior to anterior, then in
the reverse direction. For the top four records the spot was brighter than the back-
ground, the ratio of luminances being indicated on the left. The ratio just eliciting a

discharge was about 1.2 to 1. However, when the spot was darker than the ground
a response was again obtained and occurred for the same direction of motion as with a

bright spot.

1 FEBRUARY 1963

that the spot traversed the whole recep-
tive field because this had previously
been explored by turning on and off
the same stimulus spot (10 millilam-
berts, 10 diameter, background illumi-
nation 0.2 mlam). As in most units
showing directional selectivity, dis-
charges were obtained at both "on" and
"off," even at the center of the re-
ceptive field. They are thus similar to
the "on-off" units in the frog (9).
However directional selectivity is not
only found in association with this type
of field; we have occasionally found it
in units for which "on" and "off"
thresholds differed greatly.
Many units in the rabbit have con-

centric "on" and "off" zones, as in the
cat (8). These are sensitive to move-
ment, but the greatest discharge tends
to occur for centrifugal or centripetal
motion. The receptive fields of the
units shown in Figs. 1 and 2 were ap-
proximately 50 in diameter.

It has been suggested that the asym-
metry of the directionally selective units
was caused by damage or optical effects
of the electrode itself. This is excluded
by the fact that we have observed it
when recording from fibers, in which
case the field is some distance from the
electrode.

Figure 1 shows an expected, smaller,
second set of action potentials which
appear for movements that cause
little activity in the larger unit. This is
important for it shows that the selected
direction of sensitivity is diversified,
and is not the same in all units.

Figure 2 shows invariance of response
for changes in contrast. Changing the
intensity of the moving spot over a
range of 1000: 1 has little influence on
the discharge. The lowest line shows
the response when a black dot on a
large white card is moved through the
receptive field. Reversing the con-
trast only reduces the discharge in the
favored direction by a small amount
and does not result in a greater dis-
charge in the opposite direction.

In summary, four main characteris-
tics differentiate units that have genuine
directional selectivity from other types
of units. First, movements of a spot of
light completely across their receptive
fields produce a discharge from certain
directions only. Second, the same di-
rectional preference is shown for spots
darker or brighter than the background.
Third, the discharge varies little for
big changes in intensity of a bright spot.
And fourth, these units commonly (but
not invariably) yield both "on" and
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"off" responses at all points within
their borders.
We believe these observations ex-

clude simple explanations of movement
sensitivity in terms of pooled effects
from "on" and "off" zones of the re-
ceptive field. Exploration with a sta-
tionary spot turned on and off, and
noting the phase at which a discharge
occurs, does not provide a sufficient
basis for predicting the response to a
moving spot. In addition it is clear that
two synaptic layers can abstract direc-
tion of motion from the spatio-temporal
pattern of light falling on the retina,
and that the rabbit possesses such a sys-
tem of directionally selective ganglion
cells in its retina (10).
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Bonding in Xenon Fluorides
and Halogen Fluorides

Abstract. The bonding in rare gas
fluorides is similar to that in halogen
polyfluorides, and the stability of such
compounds should depend primarily on
the ionization potential of the central
atom. This theory is consistent with
findings for all known compounds of
the system and yields predictions con-
cerning other systems.

The very interesting discovery of
stable xenon and radon fluorides (1)
raises questions concerning the nature
of the chemical bonding in these mole-
cules. Two notes have been published
on this topic (2), but neither offers
a criterion of stability for rare gas
fluorides, nor do they consider the
various interhalogen compounds, such
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as BrF5, which should be closely re-
lated to rare gas fluorides. Since there
may be real advantage in considering
these two types of molecules at the same
time, further discussion seems desirable.

The properties of the interhalogen
compounds have been reviewed re-
cently (3), hence only a few of the
most pertinent features are men-
tioned here. The diatomic species such
as CIF have normal electron pair
bonds and may be considered analo-
gous to the rare gas atoms in that
their normal valence shells are filled.
It is the bonding of additional fluorine
atoms to the chlorine of CIF to yield
ClF3 (or to yield BrF3 or BrF5 from
BrF) (4) that is analogous to the for-
mation of XeF2 and XeF4.
The structures of CIF8, BrFs, BrF5,

and IF5 all show a pattern of approxi-
mately 90- and 180-degree bond
angles with one especially short X-F
bond and one or two pairs of linear
three-atom arrays, F- X -F, with
slightly longer X-F distances. The re-
sult is a planar T-shaped structure for
the XFs and a square pyramid for the
XF5 molecules, respectively. These
structures are readily explained by
dsp3 and d2sp3 valence shells for the
central atom, with the two and the
one position occupied by unshared
electron pairs, respectively, for XF8
and XF5. However, the data on the
nuclear quadrupole coupling indicate
that the central atoms have a substan-
tially smaller electron population than
would be expected for covalent bonds
on this pattern (5).

Since the fluorine nucleus has no
quadrupole moment, one cannot apply
this method of determining electron
population to the terminal atoms in
the fluorides, but it. has been applied
in the case of the iodine chloride
molecules and ions. Cornwell and
Yamasaki (6, 7) have shown that in
the series ICI, ICL-, IC147, the chlorine
atoms carry a substantial negative
charge (over 1/2 e in the negative
ions), while the iodine atoms are cor-
respondingly positive. These results,
which follow from the p-orbital popu-
lations, as determined by the quad-
rupole-coupling results, account quite
well for the electron population, leav-
ing at most a small participation of
d orbitals for these compounds.

There seems every reason to expect
that the more electronegative fluorine
atoms are similarly negative and that
the bonding pattern proposed by Ya-
masaki and Cornwell (7) for the iodine
chlorides is applicable equally to the

Table 1. Ionization potentials of the atoms
of interest and the fluorides reported to form
in each case.

Ionization
Atom potential

(ev)
I 10.44
Br 11.84
Xe 12.13
Cl 13.01
Kr 14.00

Fluorides
formed

IF, IF3, IF7
BrF, BrF3 BrF5
XeF2, XeF4
CIF, ClF.

halogen fluorides and the xenon
fluorides. In this pattern there are two
molecular orbitals involved in the bond-
ing of each linear array of three
atoms (for example, F-Br-F or
Cl-I-Cl). The first molecular or-
bital is composed of the central-atom
p orbital along the particular axis,
together with the antisymmetric (bond-
ing) combination of terminal-atom r
orbitals. The second molecular orbital
is composed primarily of the symmetric
combination of terminal-atom a orbitals
and has only very small components of
central-atom d or s orbitals. It is evi-
dent that the filling of these two mo-
lecular orbitals yields essentially a half
covalent bond and a half ionic bond for
each linkage.

Let us now consider the process in
which an array F-X-F is formed
from X (for example, CIF or Xe) and
F2. The net energy change may be
written as

AE = I(X) -E(F) +
D(F2)-B(F-X-F) (1)

Here, I is the ionization potential of
X, E is the electron affinity of F, D is
the dissociation energy of F2, and B is
the binding energy of F-X-F
formed from XI + F- + F. B contains
effectively the electrostatic energy of the
ionic bond, together with the covalent
bond energy diminished by any non-
bonded repulsive terms. The two mid-
dle terms in AE do not depend on X
at all, and it seems unlikely that the
dependence of B on X is very great
(8). Consequently, we may expect that
1(X) will be the factor which effec-
tively decides whether or not these
F-X-F linkages are stable.

Table 1 gives the ionization poten-
tials of the atoms of interest, together
with the fluorides reported to form in
each case. It is interesting to note that
for the reaction XF8 = XF + F2 the
literature values (3) for AH are 1.1
ev for ClFs and 2.1 ev for BrFs. The
difference of 1.0 ev is close to the
difference in ionization potential (1.17
ev), as expected from our theory. It
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